AUTUMN 2018/SPRING 2019

BUSINESS
Teacher CPD and
student revision
Regional venues • Online • In-School

Over 7,000 teachers attended a
Hodder Education CPD course in 2017/18.
Join our community. Book your place today.

DISCOVER YOUR 20% DISCOUNT INSIDE >

About Hodder Education
Hodder Education has been working with schools, colleges, expert
authors and awarding organisations for many years to create quality
print and digital resources and deliver exceptional teacher training and revision events.
We provide:
• Market-leading, award-winning resources for over 30
subjects, covering teaching, learning, CPD and revision
• Support for GCSE and A-level students with 16 Review
Magazines across different subjects
• Innovative digital products, including eTextbooks,
Teaching & Learning and Exam Question Practice
resources, that work flexibly together
• Coverage for KS3, GCSE, IGCSE, IB and A-level and
numerous vocational qualifications, supporting teaching
and learning throughout the world
This course guide features all of our Business CPD
training and student revision events that will equip
everyone with the skills required to progress and
achieve success.

Save 20%*
on all teacher workshops until
01/10/18 – simply use discount
code WO0002944

*Terms and conditions apply. UK and European educational establishments only. Orders must be placed by 01/10/2018 using discount code WO0002944. This discount code is not valid in
conjunction with any other offer and cannot be applied retrospectively. Discount only applies to Teacher Training days and excludes Teacher Webinars, Student Webinars and Conferences.

How we can help
We know that every classroom need is different, which is why we currently offer a range of
opportunities from face-to-face events and webinars to bespoke in-school training.

Face-to-face:
Regional events

Online: Teacher and
student webinars

From Teacher Workshops
to Student Conferences,
our regional events
cover the whole
spectrum of teaching and
learning, with ideas and
resources that you and
your students can use
immediately.

These interactive sessions
are a cost-effective
way of training, offering
classroom-ready resources
and 6 months access to
the webinar recording,
meaning you can view
them on-demand as many
times as you need.

None of the events in this brochure are official AQA events and therefore the views and messages
shared are not representative of AQA. For more information about the specification and official events,
please visit www.aqa.org.uk. If printed or digital copies of AQA material are required for any events,
you will receive confirmation of what you need to bring prior to the event
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hoddereducation.co.uk/BusinessCPD18

Bespoke training
Is there a CPD workshop
that you wish to attend
but find it a struggle to
leave the classroom?
Or is there a particular
area you are looking for
support with? Why not
‘host’ an event or a more
tailored workshop at your
school on a day that suits
you and your colleagues.

01295 222777

BESPOKE IN-SCHOOL TRAINING

TAKE PART IN OUTSTANDING CPD WITHOUT LEAVING YOUR CENTRE

Is there a CPD workshop that you wish to attend but find it a struggle to leave the classroom?
Or is there a particular area you are looking for support with? Why not ‘host’ an event or a more
tailored workshop at your school on a day that suits you and your colleagues.
PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE

CUSTOMISED CONTENT

VALUE FOR MONEY

Simply tell us what topics you would like covered and we’ll plan a cost-effective, bespoke
workshop that runs in your centre and targets all of the key areas
You can invite local schools along to help build new partnerships, swap ideas and share the
costs with them
Simply enquire today and one of our CPD Support team will discuss your specific requirements
and provide you with a free, no obligation quote.

ENQUIRE TODAY
HOW TO BOOK

hoddereducation.co.uk/inschool
events@hoddereducation.co.uk

www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businesscpd18

01295 222777

01295 222777
@HodderSchools

Events@hoddereducation.co.uk

BOOKING FORM

Fill in the booking form below and return it via post or fax:
Hodder Education, Blenheim Court, George Street, Banbury, OX16 5BH

01295 222745

Booking reference:
Delegate name(s):
Job title(s):
Email address*:
Establishment name:
Address:
Postcode:
Telephone:

Date:

Purchase order number:
Please specify any special dietary requirements (e.g. vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free):
*We need your email address in order to send you information about your event. We would like to send you e-updates from
Hodder Education Group, part of the Hachette UK group of publishing companies. We will not share your details with any other company.
Please indicate you agree to this by ticking this box For full details of our Data Protection policy please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk
Once your booking has been made (subject to availability), you will receive confirmation via email of your place, a full VAT invoice will then be posted to
you. Final details are emailed approximately 2 weeks before the date of the event. Our full Terms and Conditions are available on our website.
A cancellation charge of £80 plus VAT will be incurred for any booking cancelled less than 3 weeks before the date of the event. The full fee is payable
if you cancel within 7 days of the event or do not attend.
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About our events

83%
of the
top performing

centres delivering
A-level have
attended a Hodder
Education event

77%

Over
of
centres delivering
A-level have attended
a Hodder Education
event in the last 18
months

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

On average,
our summer
2018 workshops
were rated

4.5/5
by teachers

The three most
common words
to describe our
workshops are

fantastic,

useful

& great
SAVE 20%

Supported over

20,000

students through
their revision
in 2018 with
webinars and
revision days

3,867

teachers attended
more than one
event in 2017/18
with Hodder
Education

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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AQA GCSE

TEACHER WEBINAR

AQA

AQA GCSE (9-1) Business:
Intervention support for Year 11

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Exam specification content
• Explore fundamental concepts from the first half of
the specification
• Revisit some of the tricky corners of the
specification
• Learn how to approach this year’s subject content
and overall revision

Are you looking for techniques, tools and tips to boost your AQA
GCSE Business students’ performances whose end of year 10
assessment identified as ‘underachieving? Join Andrew Hammond
on this live, interactive webinar to guide you through a
ready-made intervention strategy for ‘underachieving’ students.

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Exam technique
• Where do most students go wrong?
• How do we avoid it?
• How to practise these new methods

• Discover how even after a disappointing Year 10 (or Year 9 and 10),
you can motivate your students to improve their understanding
and turn around Progress 8 scores

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leader: Andrew Hammond
Online: Monday, 8 October 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BSA081018

• Obtain materials and techniques to help you support your
students and bring their progress back up to target level
• Identify common pitfalls in students’ exam technique and explore
strategies for overcoming them
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

TEACHER WEBINAR

AQA

Essential AQA GCSE (9-1)
Business exam skills: Calculations,
interpretation and the use of data
Online: Monday, 5 November 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BSA051118
Unpack the key exam skills your AQA GCSE Business students
need for the different types of questions in their exam and
discover tried and trusted techniques to coach them to
confidently answer calculations, interpret data and use extracts in
their answers.
• Explore ways of teaching your students to cope with tackling key
calculations required for success in the exam
• Focus on techniques you can utilise to help improve your
students’ interpretation skills and use of data in their exam
answers
• Increase your understanding of how to accurately assess students’
work without increasing the time spent marking
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event

HOW TO BOOK

GCSE

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Calculations
• Gross and net profit margins
• Average rate of return
• Cash flow forecasts

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Interpretation
• Financial data – profit and loss, average rate of
return and cash flow forecasts
• Market data – market share, changes in costs and
changes in prices
• Gross profit margin and net profit margin

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leader: Andrew Hammond
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GCSE

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

hoddereducation.co.uk/BusinessCPD18

01295 222777

TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA
10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Getting the most from the assessment objectives
• Ensure that your students have both knowledge
and understanding of the course content
• Learn techniques to help improve students’
contextual answers and maximise application marks
• Develop students’ analysis and evaluation skills

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Strategies for maximising marks on different types
of questions
• Help students avoid common errors
• Improve their chances of achieving full marks

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Teaching and learning issues
• Obtain practical advice on delivering the course
content with ease and confidence
• Learn new ways to engage your students and
develop their skills
• Improve your ability in checking on student
progress and monitoring their development

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Preparing for the first series of examinations
• Use the new format to inform planning for the future

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

Course leaders: Dr. Neil Denby & David Hamman
Manchester: Tuesday, 26 February 2019
Central London: Tuesday, 5 March 2019
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSA260219 / BSA050319
Build your own and your students’ confidence for the AQA GCSE
Business specifications by learning practical techniques to help
students maximise marks and enhance their performance in
examinations.
• Find out how to increase your students’ chances of a higher grade
by helping them write contextual answers and maximise their
marks on different types and styles of questions
• Understand more about the new assessment objectives and
provide your students with the knowledge and context they need
to achieve them, while effectively monitoring their progress
• Develop your students’ analysis and evaluation skills with practical
teaching techniques, activities and revision opportunities
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our GCSE
(9-1) Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

STUDENT REVISION WEBINAR

AQA

AQA GCSE (9-1) Business: Exam skills
required for success

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Skills for success
• General overview of the requirements of both exam
papers
• Learn techniques for successfully tackling mediummark questions
• Analyse longer questions and understand the skills
needed

4.55pm

Q&A

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Online: Wednesday, 1 May 2019
Webinar Fee: £110 + VAT per classroom
Booking reference: BSA010519
Improve your understanding of the new content and depth of
knowledge required for success in both AQA GCSE Business
papers, with expert advice that will support your preparation for
the exams.
• Explore the assessment with a breakdown of each question – how
to approach it, what it requires of the students and what skills are
required to answer it effectively
• Receive advice on how to consistently score well on medium-mark
questions
• Improve your understanding of what makes a good answer to a
9- or 12-mark question and how to develop the skills needed

GCSE

3.30pm

Course leader: Andrew Hammond

AQA GCSE

AQA GCSE (9-1) Business: Preparing
Students for the First Exams

GCSE

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

• Can’t make the date? You will receive the recording to watch with
your students post-webinar, up to six months after the event

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE 20%

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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AQA GCSE

STUDENT REVISION WEBINAR

AQA

AQA GCSE (9-1) Business: Preparing
Students to access the top grades

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

How to access the top grades
• What does an A*/A grade exam paper look like?
• Maximising marks on explaining questions
• Better analysis
• Justifying your judgements

4.55pm

Conclusions

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leader: Andrew Hammond
Online: Tuesday, 7 May 2019
Webinar Fee: £110 + VAT per classroom
Booking reference: BSA070519
Get ahead with the skills needed to reap the benefits in the exam;
understanding exactly what a top-level answer is and what is
required to reach it.
• Advice on maximising marks on questions that traditionally make
the most difference at the highest grades – questions testing AO1
and AO2
• Explore the challenges of 9-mark and 12-mark questions, including
what makes great analysis and how to produce well justified
conclusions

GCSE

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

• Examine sample answers and how to use the necessary skills and
knowledge
• Can’t make the date? You will receive the recording to watch with
your students post-webinar, up to six months after the event

Meet a course leader:
Andrew Hammond
Andrew has been teaching Business for over 20 years.
He has been head of department and is currently Head of
the Vocational Education Faculty at Darrick Wood School.
He has considerable examining experience and has also
been involved in new specification development. Andrew
is the author of several Business textbooks and is an
experienced webinar presenter.
Join Andrew on one of these upcoming events:
• AQA GCSE (9-1) Business: Intervention support for Year 11
• Essential AQA GCSE (9-1) Business exam skills: Calculations,
interpretation and the use of data
• AQA GCSE (9-1) Business: Exam skills required for success
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Andrew
Discover
Andrew’s
events on
p4, p5 and
p6

01295 222777

TEACHER WEBINAR

EDEXCEL

Online: Monday, 15 October 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BSE151018
Broaden your knowledge of how effective marking and practical
feedback to students can help them make excellent progress in
their studies. Review the ins and outs of the exam, explore the
levels of response expected from students and try out practical
marking strategies on exam-style questions.
• Improve your understanding of how to accurately assess students’
work without increasing the time spent marking
• Obtain advice on ways of providing practical and useful feedback
through effective marking, differentiating between 8-mark, 10-12mark and 20-mark questions
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Exam assessment basics
• Exam overview
• Short answer questions
• Levels of response

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Levels of response marking practice
• 8-mark questions
• 10 to 12-mark questions
• 20-mark questions

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

TEACHER WEBINAR

EDEXCEL

Essential Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Business exam skills: Calculations,
interpretation and the use of data
Online: Thursday, 18 October 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BSE181018
Unpack the key exam skills your Edexcel GCSE Business
students need for the different types of questions and discover
tried and tested techniques to coach them to confidently answer
calculations, interpret data and use extracts in their answers.
• Explore ways of teaching your students to cope with tackling key
calculations required for success in the exam
• Focus on techniques you can utilise to help improve your
students’ interpretation skills and use of data in their exam
answers
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE 20%

EDEXCEL GCSE

Improve students’ Edexcel GCSE (9-1)
Business exam performance through
effective marking and feedback

GCSE

GCSE

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Exam assessment basics
• Calculations
• Data sources
• Extracts in exams

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Using calculations, data and extracts in exam
responses
• 4-mark questions
• 8-, 10- and 12-mark questions
• 20-mark questions

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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EDEXCEL GCSE

TEACHER WORKSHOP

EDEXCEL

GCSE

Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business:
Preparing Students for the First Exams

10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Manchester: Friday, 8 March 2019
Central London: Friday, 29 March 2019
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSE080319 / BSE290319

Qualification & assessment recap
• Key issues to cover
• Key messages from Papers 1 and 2

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Paper 1 – exam questions and examples
• Practice and discussion on challenging content
• Enhance your students’ skills on 6-, 9- and 12-mark
questions

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Paper 2 – exam questions and examples
• Practice and discussion on challenging content
• Enhance your students’ skills on 6-mark, 9-mark
and 12-mark questions

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Practical strategies to stretch and challenge all
students
• Discover shortcuts to enhancing student subject
knowledge
• Learn strategies to aid low to mid-level students
• Develop techniques for achieving 8/9 grade
student responses
• Plan for success

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

Build your own and your students’ confidence for the
Edexcel GCSE Business specifications by learning practical
techniques to help students maximise marks and enhance their
performance in exams
• Find out how to increase your students’ chances of a higher grade
by helping them write contextual answers, avoid common pitfalls
and maximise their marks on different types and styles of questions
• Understand more about the new assessment objectives and
provide your students with the knowledge and context they need
to achieve them
• Develop your students’ analysis and evaluation skills with practical
teaching techniques, activities and revision opportunities, while
effectively monitoring their progress
• Take part in exam practice sessions to build your knowledge of
the required skills and ensure that you know what the examiner is
looking for
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our GCSE
(9-1) Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

*20% discount valid until 31/12/2018
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STUDENT REVISION WEBINAR

EDEXCEL

Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business: Exam
skills Student Revision Webinar

GCSE

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Exam assessment basics
• Exam overview
• Short answer questions
• Levels of response

4.15pm

Activity break

Develop your students’ understanding of the new content and
depth of knowledge required for success in the Edexcel GCSE
Business examinations by registering for this webinar; your
students will also explore different types of questions to ensure
they are fully prepared.

4.25pm

Levels of response marking practice
• 6-mark questions
• 9-mark questions
• 12-mark questions

4.55pm

Review and reflect

• Starting with an overview of the assessment requirements for
the exams, the webinar explains what the papers will look like,
what will feature in each paper and how the questions can be
successfully identified

5.00pm

Webinar ends

• Includes advice on how to consistently score well on mediummark questions and to maximise marks on 9-mark or 12-mark
questions

1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

Online: Tuesday, 14 May 2019
Webinar Fee: £110 + VAT per classroom
Booking reference: BSE140519

• Develops the skills needed to identify and approach various
question types, encouraging more effective management of time
and resources during the exams

EDEXCEL GCSE

3.30pm

3 steps to accessing a webinar

• Can’t make the date? You will receive the recording to watch with
your students post-webinar, up to six months after the event

STUDENT REVISION WEBINAR

EDEXCEL

Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business: Data
and Mathematical Skills student
revision webinar
Online: Thursday, 16 May 2019
Webinar Fee: £110 + VAT per classroom
Booking reference: BSE160519

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Exam assessment basics
• Calculations
• Data sources
• Extracts in exams

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Using calculations, data and extracts in exam
responses
• 2-mark questions
• 6-9-mark questions
• 12-mark questions

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Ensure your students are ready for exam success in Edexcel GCSE
Business by focusing on the data and mathematical skills required
and how to apply them to different types of questions.
• Improve understanding of the data and mathematical skills
requirements for the new specification, starting with a full
overview of calculations, data sources and extracts in the papers
• Learn to recognise and tackle questions that require mathematical
and data skills and maximise marks on 9-mark and 12-mark
questions
• Ensure a firm grasp of the key skills needed to interpret and
handle data and calculations during the exams, laying the
foundations for exam success
• Can’t make the date? You will receive the recording to watch with
your students post-webinar, up to six months after the event

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE 20%

GCSE

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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OCR GCSE

TEACHER WEBINAR

OCR

OCR GCSE (9-1) Business: Effective
delivery of the new and tricky content

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Required skills
• The skill of evaluation
• Examining the interdependent nature of business

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Tackle the new content
• New specification areas: procurement, logistics and
supply
• Applying mathematical skills

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leaders: Mike Schofield & Alan Williams
Online: Thursday, 1 November 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BSO011118
Improve your knowledge of the new content and depth of
knowledge required for success in OCR GCSE (9-1) Business,
taking away practical teaching strategies that can be implemented
in your classroom straight away.
• Gain a clearer understanding of the new specification areas and
how they will be assessed
• Improve your knowledge of key areas including procurement and
logistics, plus help identifying and responding to questions that
require mathematical skills
• Receive teaching resources to support the preparation of learners
to cope with the new and complex areas of OCR GCSE (9-1)
Business
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

TEACHER WORKSHOP

OCR

OCR GCSE (9-1) Business: Preparing
Students for the First Exams
Central London: Thursday, 21 March 2019
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Course code: BSO210319

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Introduction
• Activities for learning
• Evaluation skills in Business GCSE

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

The specification and its assessment
• Analysis of the specification – content, synopticity
and the interdependent nature of business
• Understand the demands of the assessment
instruments
• Look at challenge in the context of the new
examination

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Assessment continued
• Examine the new specification content

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Hands-on marking
• Analyse candidate answers
• Additional resources for teaching and revision

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

Prepare your students for the new OCR GCSE Business
specifications by learning practical techniques that will enhance
their performance in examinations.
• Find out how to increase your students’ chances of a higher grade
by helping them write contextual answers, avoid common pitfalls
and maximise their marks on different types and styles of questions
• Understand more about the challenges of the new specification
and assessment instruments, with specific focus on analysing
candidate answers and the opportunity to take practical resources
back to the classroom
• Develop your students’ analysis and evaluation skills with practical
advice on how to deliver the new course content while monitoring
their progress in the season before the exams
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our GCSE
(9-1) Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

HOW TO BOOK

GCSE

10.00am

Course leaders: Mike Schofield & Alan Williams
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GCSE

hoddereducation.co.uk/BusinessCPD18

01295 222777

TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

Course leaders: Dr. Neil Denby & David Hamman
Central London: Thursday, 11 October 2018
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSA111018
Analyse the assessment objectives from the recent A-level
examinations in line with the examiner’s report and discuss
strategies to improve and build upon student success.
• Explore ways of developing your students’ exam skills in order to
improve attainment
• Navigate your way through the content, improving on
problematic areas and embedding teaching of areas that
went well
• Develop revision strategies that will clarify student thinking and
build upon their synoptic skills, providing them with strategies for
effective self-directed learning
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our A-level
Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Analysing the examiners’ report
• Papers 1, 2 & 3

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Analysing performance of the new content
• What proved to be problematic?
• What proved to be easier?
• Improving upon the former, embedding the latter

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Analysing assessment objectives
• AO1 and AO2 – basics
• Gaining additional AO3 marks for analysis
• Gaining AO4 marks for synthesis and evaluation

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Revision strategies
• Developing synoptic skills in students
• Using mind maps to clarify student thinking
• Using the internet and Dynamic Learning to
develop and reinforce knowledge

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

AQA A-level Business: How to
Improve Performance for Lower Ability
Students
Central London: Wednesday, 14 November 2018
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSA141118
Give lower ability students the best chance of success in AQA
A-level Business by registering for this one-day workshop. Explore
ways to support struggling students with targeted feedback,
boost their self-confidence and develop teaching and revision
strategies to improve their exam performance.

Registration and coffee

10.05am

Dealing with difficult concepts in Business
• Present new content to those struggling
academically
• Teach difficult topics in context
• Develop students’ ability to use numeracy skills

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Maximising student self-confidence
• The power of increased self-efficacy
• Active techniques for improving student confidence
• Improve motivation

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Understanding marking and grading – how to hit
skills that examiners seek
• How are my answers marked?
• How do I choose which question to answer?
• Issues identified by previous examinations

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Revision techniques to improve retention and
performance
• Render learning in different ways
• Brain-based learning theory
• Prime-time, down-time and their implications for
planning teaching and learning

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

• Gain a clear picture of the successes and challenges for students
from the exams already taken
• Identify challenging areas for lower ability students and explore
ways to help them reach their potential
• Approach the exam specifications with a clear focus on what
examiners are looking for, along with positive outcomes for
students and methods for helping them improve their confidence
and motivation
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our A-level
Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE 20%

A-LEVEL

10.00am

Course leaders: Dr. Neil Denby & David Hamman

AQA A-LEVEL

Feedback from the AQA A-level
Business Exams

A-LEVEL

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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AQA A-LEVEL

TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

AQA A-level Business: Aiming for an
A/A*

10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Contextualise the ‘new’ Business content and concepts
• The challenges of each paper when aiming for a
high grade
• Teach difficult and new concepts in context
• Obtain resources for dealing with the new content

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Understand assessment to encourage excellence
• Tackle the objective test and short answer
questions with maximum efficiency
• Choose and deliver on the extended essays
• Peer and self-assessment techniques

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Understanding and demonstrating higher order skills
• Understand the demonstrating AO3: analysis and
AO4: evaluation
• Make incremental gains in AO3 and AO4
• Discuss issues identified by recent examination
experience

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Revision techniques to improve retention and
performance
• Brain-based learning theory
• The adolescent brain
• Critical thinking and its application to Business A-level

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

Course leaders: Dr. Neil Denby & David Hamman
Central London: Thursday, 15 November 2018
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSA151118
Improve your higher ability students’ outcomes by exploring
ways to support them in reaching A and A* grades, helping them
reach the top of each Assessment Objective and plan a clear
programme for revision.
• Gain a clear picture of the successes and challenges for students
from the exams recently taken
• Identify areas of potential challenge for both AS and A-level to
help students avoid potential pitfalls and respond confidently to
new content in the exam
• Approach the specifications with a clear focus on positive
outcomes for students, utilising critical thinking and recent
research into the adolescent brain, to enable them to fulfil their
potential
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our A-level
Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

TEACHER WORKSHOP

AQA

AQA A-level Business: Preparing
Students for the exams

Registration and coffee

10.00am

Ensure that students understand the nature and
structure of the exams
• Make sense of new papers, different assessment
styles and objectives
• Analyse the questions to determine the skills required
• Learn how to apply the mark schemes through
study of exemplar materials and answers

10.45am

Paper 1
• Tackle multiple choice questions
• Successful strategies for the essay questions in
Sections C and D
• Make sense of the mark schemes

11.45am

Morning coffee

12.00pm

Paper 2
• Analyse data response questions
• Help students to demonstrate analysis, application
and evaluation skills
• Focus on exemplar materials and mark schemes

1.00pm

Lunch

2.00pm

Paper 3
• Help students to develop strategies for reading the
Case Study
• Top tips for success with extended writing
• Focus on AO3 and AO4, exemplar materials and
mark schemes

3.00pm

Afternoon tea

3.15pm

Active revision strategies

4.00pm

Course ends

Central London: Tuesday, 12 March 2019
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSA120319
Prepare your students for the exams with confidence by learning
teaching strategies, revision insights and tips for building exam
technique by experts Dr. Neil Denby and David Hamman.
• Boost confidence for yourself and your students with practical
guidance on preparation for the A-level specifications, making
sense of new papers, mark schemes and different question and
assessment styles
• Gain a thorough understanding of the relevant assessment
objectives and mark schemes
• Consider strategies for improving student achievement and
helping them to maximise their marks through successful
demonstration of analysis, application and evaluation skills
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our A-level
Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

HOW TO BOOK

A-LEVEL

9.45am

Course leaders: Dr. Neil Denby & David Hamman
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A-LEVEL

hoddereducation.co.uk/BusinessCPD18

01295 222777

TEACHER WORKSHOP

EDEXCEL
10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Overview of outcomes
• Group discussion
• Exchange of ideas
• Sample problem response issues

11.15am

Morning coffee

Review the lessons learnt from the recent A-level exams, identify
common pitfalls and successful responses, learn from the
examiners’ reports and assessment objectives, and transform
these lessons into strategies that will ensure better results.

11.30am

Lessons to learn
• Case studies
• How best to teach the new specifications

12.30pm

Lunch

• Navigate your way through the new content, identify and address
common problem areas from recent exams and develop revision
strategies to support your students

1.30pm

Skill levels
• Case studies
• Improving performance

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Reviewing own student responses
• Marking and discussion of student responses
• Identifying areas of student performance that may
need improvement

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

Central London: Friday, 9 November 2018
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSE091118

• Explore differentiation methods that work for all learners and ways
to develop your students’ exam stills to improve attainment
• Take advantage of the opportunity to discuss summer exam
results and student responses with other like-minded colleagues
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our A-level
Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

TEACHER WORKSHOP

EDEXCEL

Aiming for an A in Edexcel A-level
Business
Central London: Thursday, 29 November 2018
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSE291118
Improve your higher ability students’ outcomes by exploring ways
to support them in reaching A and A* grades, helping them reach
the top of each assessment objective and plan a clear programme
for revision.
• Gain a clear picture of the successes and challenges for students
from the exams recently taken and the skills required to prepare in
order to gain an A
• Identify areas of potential challenge for both AS and A-level to
help students avoid potential pitfalls and respond confidently to
new content in the exam
• Approach the specifications with a clear focus on positive
outcomes for students, focusing on data analysis and exam
technique, to enable them to fulfil their potential
• Learn from the experts what knowledge and techniques can be
effective in improving their chances of reaching a top grade
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our A-level
Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE 20%

EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Feedback from the Edexcel A-level
Business Exams

A-LEVEL

A-LEVEL

10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Skills required to gain an A
• Assessment of skills – potential A grade students
• The realities of achieving an A
• Building in teaching tasks to challenge A grade
students

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Exam board requirements for an A
• Key messages from past exams
• Skills required for papers 1, 2 & 3

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Enhancing student performance
• Data analysis
• Exam technique
• Understand and use the extracts

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Practical application and key issues
• Sample student responses
• Strategies to achieve A grade student responses
• Plan for success

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

TEACHER WORKSHOP

EDEXCEL

Supporting lower ability students in
Edexcel A-level Business

10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Skills required to gain an E–C
• Assessment of skills – potential E–C grade students
• The realities of achieving an E–C
• Building in teaching tasks to build confidence in
E–C grade students

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Exam board requirements for an E–C
• Key messages from past exams
• Skills required for papers 1, 2 & 3

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Enhancing student confidence and performance
• Data analysis
• Exam technique
• Understanding and using the extracts

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Practical application and key issues
• Sample student responses
• Strategies to achieve E–C grade student
responses
• Plan for success

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

Central London: Friday, 30 November 2018
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSE301118
Give lower ability students the best chance of success in Edexcel
A-level Business by registering for this one-day workshop which
will demonstrate how to build suitable stretch and challenge tasks
into your lessons, hone the skills required for course success and
boost your students’ confidence and exam performance.
• Gain a clear picture of the successes and challenges for students
from the exams already taken
• Look at the results of previous examinations to identify
challenging areas for lower ability students and explore ways to
help them reach their potential
• Approach the exam specifications with a clear focus on what
examiners are looking for, along with positive outcomes for
students and methods for helping them improve their motivation
and confidence
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our A-level
Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

STUDENT REVISION WEBINAR

EDEXCEL

Edexcel A-level Business: Paper 1
Student Revision

A-LEVEL

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

How to answer a data response question effectively
• Sample questions & student responses
• Sample writing frames
• Exemplar answers
• Key quantitative skills to prepare

4.15pm

Activity break

Effectively prepare your students for Paper 1 with this revision
webinar designed to reinforce key content and build the skills
needed to approach all questions with confidence.

4.25pm

Essay writing
• Essay technique & writing frames
• Sample questions – how to achieve full marks

• Effectively revise key subject content from Themes 1 to 4 and key
concepts from the pre-release material

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leaders: Jamie Benson & Jenny Olbison
Online: Wednesday, 13 March 2019
Webinar Fee: £110 + VAT per classroom
Booking reference BSE130319

• Explore how to structure extended answers to maximise grades
• Reinforce essay writing techniques and writing frames
• Can’t make the date? You will receive the recording to watch with
your students post-webinar, up to six months after the event
Webinar series fee: £231 + VAT for all three webinars. Simply use
discount code WE0002669.
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A-LEVEL

HOW TO BOOK

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

hoddereducation.co.uk/BusinessCPD18

01295 222777

STUDENT REVISION WEBINAR

EDEXCEL
3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

How to answer a data response question effectively
• Sample questions & student responses
• Sample writing frames
• Exemplar answers
• Key quantitative skills to prepare

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

• Effectively revise key subject content from Themes 1 to 4 and key
concepts from the pre-release material

Essay writing
• Essay technique & writing frames
• Sample questions – how to achieve full marks
• (The session will be based on Theme 2 & Theme 3
concepts)

4.55pm

Review and reflect

• Explore how to structure extended answers to maximise grades

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leaders: Jamie Benson & Jenny Olbison
Online: Wednesday, 20 March 2019
Webinar Fee: £110 + VAT per classroom
Booking reference: BSE200319
Effectively prepare your students for Paper 2 with this webinar
designed to reinforce key content and build the skills needed to
approach all questions with confidence.

EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

Edexcel A-level Business: Paper 2
Student Revision

A-LEVEL

• Reinforce essay writing techniques and writing frames
• Can’t make the date? You will receive the recording to watch with
your students post-webinar, up to six months after the event

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

STUDENT REVISION WEBINAR

EDEXCEL

Edexcel A-level Business: Paper 3
Student Revision

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

How to answer a data response question effectively
• Sample questions & student responses
• Sample writing frames
• Exemplar answers
• Key quantitative skills to prepare
• (The session will be based on the key concepts
identified within the pre-release material)

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Essay writing
• Essay technique & writing frames
• Sample questions – how to achieve full marks
• (The session will be based on the key concepts
identified within the pre-release material)

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leaders: Jamie Benson & Jenny Olbison
Online: Wednesday, 27 March 2019
Webinar Fee: £110 + VAT per classroom
Booking reference: BSE270319
Effectively prepare your students for Paper 3 with this webinar
designed to reinforce key content and build the skills needed to
approach all questions with confidence.
• Effectively revise key subject content from Themes 1 to 4 and key
concepts from the pre-release material
• Explore how to structure extended answers to maximise grades
• Reinforcing essay writing techniques and writing frames
• Can’t make the date? You will receive the recording to watch with
your students post-webinar, up to six months after the event
Webinar series fee: £231 + VAT for all three webinars. Simply use
discount code WE0002669.

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE 20%

A-LEVEL

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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EDEXCEL A-LEVEL

TEACHER WORKSHOP

EDEXCEL

Edexcel A-level Business: Preparing
students for the summer 2019 Exams

10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Session 1
• Recap on the development of the qualification and
assessment
• Discuss the structure of Papers 1 and 2
• 4-mark, 10-mark and 12-mark questions

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Session 2
• 4-, 10- and 12-mark questions
• Explore suitable practice opportunities and
activities

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Session 3
• Focus on 20-mark questions

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Session 4
• Examine practice opportunities and activities

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

Central London: Monday, 25 March 2019
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSE250319
Build your and your students’ confidence in the revision season by
focusing on the structure of the exams and discuss strategies to
increase student success.
• Explore ways you can ensure that your students are well equipped
for the challenges posed by the new assessment structure
• Focus on different types of questions and examine how to prepare
students to tackle them competently, avoiding potential pitfalls
and maximising marks
• Discover suitable activities, techniques and revision opportunities
for your students to clarify student thinking and provide them with
strategies for self-directed learning
Attend this course and receive a FREE copy of one of our A-level
Business Student Books – worth up to £23.99

WJEC/EDUQAS A-LEVEL

TEACHER WEBINAR

WJEC/EDUQAS

WJEC AS & A-level Business:
Planning for Exam success –
Business Opportunities and Functions
Online: Monday, 12 November 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BS121118
Explore ways of developing students’ examination skills for the
new linear course by joining this after-school webinar; discuss
areas of strong and weak performance and focus on ways of
encouraging, stretching and challenging students.
• Improve student understanding of key areas of content in
Component 1, Business Opportunities and Functions

A-LEVEL

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Improve student understanding of content
• Supply and demand, PED and YED
• Business calculations including break-even and
break-even analysis
• Ratio analysis, productivity and stock control
diagrams

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Exam skills and methods to encourage, stretch and
challenge
• Calculation questions
• 6-mark and 8-mark questions
• 12-mark questions

4.55pm

Review and reflect

• Identify and strengthen areas of weakness in terms of exam skills
in Component 1

5.00pm

Webinar ends

• Develop different strategies for developing exam skills to stretch
and challenge students and improve learner outcomes, with the
chance to review and reflect on what you have learned

3 steps to accessing a webinar

• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event
Webinar series: £178.50 + VAT for all three webinars. Simply use
discount code WE0002669.
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A-LEVEL

HOW TO BOOK

1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

hoddereducation.co.uk/BusinessCPD18

01295 222777

TEACHER WEBINAR

WJEC/EDUQAS

Online: Monday, 19 November 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BS191118
Discover how to develop students’ examination skills for the
new linear course by registering for the webinar; discuss areas
of strong and weak performance and focus on how you can help
students avoid potential pitfalls.
• Improve student understanding of key areas of content in
Component 2, Business Analysis and Strategy
• Identify and strengthen areas of weakness in terms of exam skills
in Component 2
• Develop different strategies for developing exam skills to stretch
and challenge students and improve learner outcomes, with the
chance to review and reflect on what you have learned
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Improve student understanding of content
• Data analysis, PED and YED
• Sales forecasting and analysing financial
performance
• Decision making models and investment appraisal

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Exam skills and methods to encourage stretch and
challenge
• Calculation questions
• 6-mark, 8-mark and 10-mark questions
• 14-mark questions

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

TEACHER WEBINAR

WJEC/EDUQAS

WJEC AS & A-level Business:
Planning for Exam success –
Business in a Changing World
Online: Monday, 26 November 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BS261118
Explore how to develop your students’ examination skills for the
new linear course, with emphasis on discussing areas of strong
and weak performance and improving understanding of content.
• Improve student understanding of key areas of content in
Component 3, Business in a Changing World
• Identify and strengthen areas of weakness in terms of exam skills
in Component 3
• Different strategies for developing exam skill to stretch and
challenge students and improve learner outcomes
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event
Webinar series: £178.50 + VAT for all three webinars. Simply use
discount code WE0002669.

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE 20%

WJEC/EDUQAS A-LEVEL

WJEC AS & A-level Business:
Planning for Exam success –
Business Analysis and Strategy

A-LEVEL

A-LEVEL

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Improving student understanding of content
• Storey’s and Lewin’s approaches to change
• PEST and risk management
• International trade, globalisation and the EU

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Exam skills and methods to encourage stretch and
challenge
• 10-mark and 12-mark changes
• 20-mark questions

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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BTEC LEVEL 3

TEACHER WEBINAR

BTEC

Lessons learnt from the external
assessment of BTEC Level 3 Business

3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Level 3 external assessment lessons learned
• Review of themes
• Identification of grading points
• Where to look for support

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Developing programmes to maximise achievement
• How can the external assessment impact on current
teaching
• How the classroom can reflect the real world
• Application, application, application

4.55pm

Review and reflect

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leader: Paul Cliff
Online: Monday, 1 October 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BS011018
Break down the lessons to be learnt from the external assessment
and review the key issues faced by learners during this bite-size
webinar; receive expert guidance from leading vocational expert
Paul Cliff, on how you can utilise the feedback to shape, hone and
refine your lessons and improve results next year.
• A one-stop review of key issues faced by learners when
undertaking the external assessment of BTEC Level 3
qualifications

LEVEL 3

• An opportunity to review how delivery can be shaped to maximise
student achievement
• Practical advice on where to look for support, how to identify
grading points and how to transform the learnings from the
external assessment into strategies for the classroom
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event

CAMBRIDGE TECHNICALS LEVEL 3

TEACHER WEBINAR

CAMBRIDGE TECHNICALS

Tackling the mandatory external units
in Level 3 Cambridge Technicals in
Business (2016)

Explore how you can get your students ready for course success
by registering for this after-school webinar; explore the different
types of examination questions within Unit 1, The Business
Environment, and Unit 2, Working in Business and review ways
of equipping your learners with the confidence they need to
approach the external assessments.
• Gain a clearer understanding of how the assessment process
works for Units 1 and 2
• Support your learners and benefit from revision tips for
approaching the different question types
• Can’t make the date? All teachers registered will receive the
recording to watch post-webinar, up to six months after the event
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3.30pm

Introductions and sound checks

3.35pm

Feedback on Unit 1 The Business Environment
• Key statistics/performance on paper
• How to improve student performance
• Marking Exercise

4.15pm

Activity break

4.25pm

Feedback on Unit 2 Working in Business
• Key statistics/performance on paper
• Student techniques/exercise

4.45pm

Question and Answer session

5.00pm

Webinar ends

Course leader: Tess Bayley
Online: Tuesday, 16 October 2018
Webinar Fee: £85 + VAT
Booking reference: BS161018

HOW TO BOOK

LEVEL 3

3 steps to accessing a webinar
1. We’ll send you the access details when you book and also,
resend them 3 days before it runs
2. Simply log-in at least 30 minutes before to test your
connection and sound
3. After the webinar, we’ll send you the link to rewatch it again
and again

hoddereducation.co.uk/BusinessCPD18

01295 222777

TEACHER WORKSHOP

CAMBRIDGE NATIONALS
10.00am

Registration and coffee

10.15am

Qualification overview
• Who is it for?
• External/internal assessment
• Planning and delivery of qualification

Course leader: Tess Bayley

External assessment
• Key elements of R064: Enterprise and marketing
concepts
• Teaching content and exemplification – Part 1

Central London: Tuesday, 25 June 2019
Workshop Fee: £249 + VAT
Booking reference: BSO250619
Boost your own confidence by joining Tess Bayley on this oneday workshop to focus on ways of delivering the new Cambridge
Nationals in Enterprise and Marketing L1/2 Certification
qualification.
• Examine different approaches to the delivery of the qualification
• Explore how to prepare your students for external and internal
assessments

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

External assessment continued
• Teaching content and exemplification – Part 2
• Delivery and sample assessment material
• Analysis of external assessment materials

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Internal assessment
• Key elements of R065: Design a business proposal
and R066: Market and pitch a business proposal
• OCR Set Assignments
• Types of evidence
• Witness statements
• Delivery, assessing units and internal
standardisation

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Moderation
• The process of moderation
• What to expect from moderation
• Resources for the qualification

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

• Improve your understanding of the moderation process
• Receive resources, ideas and techniques to ensure you return to
the classroom ready to teach with confidence and ease

TEACHER WORKSHOP

RELEVANT FOR ALL

Changing mindsets: Adopting
Growth Mindset in your school
Central London: Wednesday, 14 November 2018
Course fee: £249 + VAT
Booking ref: MINDF141118
Explore how you can encourage your pupils to become confident
and resilient learners by developing your own understanding of
Growth Mindset. Be guided through what a well-implemented
whole school mindset programme looks like and discover how to
put it into practice to drive improvement in your school.
• Hear evidence-based research showing how a Growth Mindset
leads to better outcomes for students

Registration and coffee

10.15am

What is Growth Mindset? The big picture
• Jenna’s experience
• The research, the outcomes and the impact
• Yourselves as role models

11.15am

Morning coffee

11.30am

Working with school staff – setting up everyone for
success
• Training staff
• Overcoming barriers
• Messages, monitoring, embedding resilience

12.30pm

Lunch

1.30pm

Student behaviours – making it really happen
across the school
• What needs to happen (and not happen) in lessons
• Use of praise and focus on process
• Can-do attitudes

2.30pm

Afternoon tea

2.45pm

Effecting change at whole-school level – getting
prepared to lead change
• Workshop session, so you go away with a bespoke
plan for your setting

3.45pm

Review and reflect

4.00pm

Course ends

• Look at the theory and how to put it into practice to drive
improvement in your school
• Focus on what Growth Mindset is, how to bring staff on board to
embed it at the heart of all that the school does, what you need
to do with the students, and how to plan for change at
whole-school level
Attend this course and receive a £25 voucher to spend on Hodder
Education books

events@hoddereducation.co.uk

SAVE 20%

FOR ALL TEACHERS

10.00am

Course leaders: Jenna Downing & Tim Guilford

CAMBRIDGE NATIONALS LEVEL 1/2

Delivering the New Cambridge
Nationals in Enterprise and Marketing
Level 1/2 Certificate qualification

LEVEL 1/2

20% off teacher workshops until 01/10/18
Use code WO0002944
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